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NEWS RELEASE: HAVEN HARBOUR MARINA RESORTS RECEIVE RECOGNITION

Haven Harbour Marina and South receive recognition from Marinas.com

ROCK HALL, Md., December 2020 — Marinas.com is the world’s most searchable marina directory, providing boaters with comprehensive intel on more than 75,000 marinas, anchorages and marine locations globally. The online entity, which was acquired by Dockwa in 2017, has been serving the marine industry's forays into the digital age since 1995.

Each year, the platform gives recognition to marinas based on the quality of their Marinas.com profiles, customer reviews and overall review averages. To be given a Boaters’ Choice award, marinas must receive more than three reviews in the calendar year of the given award, with all reviews in that time equating to an average rating of four stars or higher. To reach the "Elite Fleet" tier, marinas must receive more than 10 reviews in throughout the calendar year, combined with a profile that yields an average reviewer rating of 4.8 stars or higher.

This year, for the first time, Haven Harbour Marina on Swan Creek was honored with "Elite Fleet" status, and Haven Harbour South on Rock Hall Harbor with a Boaters’ Choice Award. These awards place both Haven Harbour Marina and Haven Harbour South in the top .02 percent of the 10,000-plus marinas nationwide listed on Marinas.com.

"Customer reviews are extremely beneficial to our company," said General Manager Woodrow Loller. "Those who feel compelled to share their experiences with us says a lot about their time here, and gives us a guide to review what patrons like and where improvements need to be made."

Our rankings this year could not have been accomplished without those of our customers who took the time to examine their experiences with us and provide helpful recommendations to fellow boaters. We sincerely thank you for your participation and acknowledgment of our efforts.

Haven Harbour Marina Resorts are award-winning boating destinations consisting of 350 premier slips, two full-service yachting centers, five-building inn and a wedding and events venue; all conveniently located on Maryland’s upper Chesapeake Bay in Rock Hall, Md. Founded in 1986, Haven Harbour has become one of the region’s top maritime service providers, employing 50 experienced service technicians, craftsman, retail and administrative staff.

#  #  #

If you would like more information regarding this topic, please contact Haven Harbour Marina Resorts Marketing Manager Sawyer Cornelius at (410) 778-6697 or sawyer@havenharbour.com.